In vivo simulation of thallium-201 myocardial scintigraphy by seven-pinhole emission tomography.
Seven-pinhole emission tomography has been studied under conditions that simulate clinical myocardial imaging with thallium-201, and is compared with planar imaging with a heart phantom. The seven-pinhole technique produces reconstructed images that offer a tomographic presentation of the object but do not quantitatively represent true cross sections of the object's activity distribution. Tomography produces significantly greater image contrast than planar imaging, even when maximal background subtraction is used to enhance the planar images. Two quantitative limitations of seven-pinhole tomography are noted for a simulated 24-g, 1.5-cm-thick complete transmural infarct: (a) the defect's activity concentration is not accurately reconstructed, and (b) it propagates longitudinally into some reconstructed planes that do not contain it. The imaging limitations of seven-pinhole tomography under the conditions studied are shown to be consistent on several camera/computer/software configurations.